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Abstract. The paper introduces the concept of collective breakpoints and
macrosteps. Based on the collective breakpoints the macrostep-by-macrostep
execution mode has been defined. After introducing the concept of the
execution tree and meta-breakpoints the systematic debugging of message
passing  parallel programs is explained. The main features and distributed
structure of DIWIDE, a macrostep debugger is described. The integration of
DIWIDE into the GRADE and WINPAR parallel programming environments
is outlined..

1 Introduction

In case of parallel programming novel techniques and methods are needed as well
as tools that can support debugging in the inherently nondeterministic environment of
parallel systems. The control&replay debugging method introduced by [2] facilitates
the systematic testing and debugging of parallel programs. In the control&replay
debugging every execution is under control just like in the replay phases of the
monitor&replay debugging. The control&replay mechanism can systematically test
all the possible timing conditions and after the exhaustive test of the program it would
be sure that no hidden hazardous condition remained untested [6].

To make sure that the testing is really exhaustive we introduced several new
breakpoint concepts like collective breakpoints, meta-breakpoints as well as a new
debugging methodology called as macrostep-by-macrostep debugging. Macrosteps
are determined by global communication breakpoint sets called collective
breakpoints. Parallel debugging techniques analogous to the traditional cyclic
debugging techniques can be applied in the framework of macrostep debugging. First,
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the macrostep-by-macrostep execution mode is a generalisation of the step-by-step
debugging method of sequential programs. Second, debugging of parallel programs
based on meta-breakpoints is equivalent with the debugging of sequential programs
based on traditional breakpoints. Finally, on-line construction and exhaustive search
of the Execution Tree [4] ensures the exhaustive testing of message passing parallel
programs. The new macrostep-by-macrostep debugging method is supported by the
DIWIDE (DIstributed WIndows DEbugger) and has been introduced into two parallel
programming environments: GRADE [3]  and WINPAR [1].

2 Elements of the Macrostep Debugging Methodology

The main ideas of the macrostep debugging methodology can be summarised by
the following new concepts: (i) collective breakpoints, (ii) macrosteps, (iii)
macrostep-by-macrostep execution mode, (iv) execution tree, (v) meta-breakpoints.

Collective breakpoints. In order to support systematic debugging of message
passing parallel programs and to eliminate the lousy effect of single global
breakpoints STEPS introduced the concept of global breakpoint sets that was applied
in DDBG [6] . They also introduced the notion of step that means to execute the
parallel program until the next global breakpoint set that is generated by the tool
STEPS. However, they did not give a precise definition of the global breakpoint sets
and even more they realised them as a set of local breakpoints. In [4], we have put a
restriction on the global breakpoint sets and introduced a special version of them
called collective breakpoints. When all the breakpoints of the global breakpoint set
are placed on communication instructions, the global breakpoint set is called as
collective breakpoint. In order to handle the beginning and finishing events of a
process, special breakpoints belonging to the collective breakpoint set are placed on
the “begin” and “end” instructions of each process. A formal definition of the
collective breakpoints can be found in [4].

If there is at least one breakpoint for each process of the parallel program within
the collective breakpoint, we say that the collective breakpoint is complete. If there is
at least one breakpoint for each alternative execution path of every process, the
collective breakpoint is called strongly complete. The collective breakpoint Bt is
partial if at least one process exists for which no global breakpoint has been defined
in Bt.

Macrosteps. The set of executed code regions between two consecutive collective
breakpoints is called a macrostep. Precise definition of macrosteps are given in [4].
A macrostep is called pure if it contains communication instructions only as the last
instructions of its regions. A macrostep is called compound if it contains at least one
communication instruction inside some of its regions. Provided that sequential
program parts between communication instructions are already tested, a systematic
debugging of a parallel program requires to debug the parallel program by pure
macrosteps, i.e. instrumenting all the communication instructions by global
breakpoints.
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A breakpoint of the collective breakpoint is called active if it was hit in a
macrostep and its associated instruction has been completed. A breakpoint is called
sleeping if it was hit in a macrostep and its associated instruction has not been
completed (for example, receive instruction waiting for a message). Those
breakpoints that were either active or sleeping in a macrostep are jointly called
effective breakpoints.

Macrostep-by-macrostep execution mode. After the definitions given above we
can define the macrostep-by-macrostep execution mode of message passing parallel
programs. In each step either the user or the debugger generates the next strongly
complete collective breakpoint and then runs the program until the collective
breakpoint is hit. Under these conditions the parallel program will be executed
macrostep-by-macrostep. The boundaries of the macrosteps are defined by a series of
effective global breakpoint sets. In such cases the user is interested only in checking
the program state at the well defined boundary conditions.

There is a clear analogy between the step-by-step execution mode of sequential
programs realised by (hidden) local breakpoints and the macrostep-by-macrostep
execution mode of parallel programs. The macrostep-by-macrostep execution mode
enables to check the progress of the parallel program at the points that are relevant
from the point of view of parallel execution, i.e. at the message passing points. What
we should ensure is that the macrostep-by-macrostep execution mode should work
deterministically just like the step-by-step execution mode works in case of sequential
programs. In order to ensure it, the debugger should store the history of collective
breakpoints, the acceptance order of messages at receive instructions and the result of
input operations.

Sequential program → (Local breakpoints) → step-by-step execution
Parallel program → Collective breakpoints → macrostep-by-macrostep execution

Fig. 1. Equivalence of step-by-step and macrostep-by-macrostep executions

At replay, the progress of processes are controlled by the stored collective
breakpoints and the program is automatically executed again macrostep-by-macrostep
as in the execution phase. Ensuring the deterministic macrostep-by-macrostep
execution in parallel programs, we achieve a generalisation of the step-by-step
execution of sequential programs. The equivalence of the two systems is
demonstrated by Figure 1.

Execution tree. The execution path is a graph whose nodes represent macrosteps
and the directed arcs connect the consecutive macrosteps. The execution tree is a
generalisation of the execution path, it contains all the possible execution paths of a
parallel program. Nodes of the execution tree can be of four types: (i) Root node, (ii)
Alternative nodes, (iii) Fork nodes, (iv) Deterministic nodes.

The Root node represents the starting conditions of the parallel program.
Alternative nodes indicate wildcard receive instructions which can choose a message
non-deterministically from several processes. Fork nodes indicate the presence of if-
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then-else branches where the choice of the branch data dependent. Both alternative
and fork nodes can create new execution paths in the execution tree and hence they
are called choice nodes. Deterministic nodes cannot create any new execution path in
the execution tree.

The execution tree is incrementally built (and in the case of a graphical system is
incrementally drawn) as the various possible program paths are debugged. An
execution path inside the execution tree represents either a previously debugged
execution path of the parallel program or the currently debugged execution path.
Notice that different execution paths represent different timing conditions among the
component processes of the program or different data range conditions inside the
processes.

Meta-breakpoints. Breakpoints can be placed at the nodes of the execution tree.
Such breakpoints are called meta-breakpoints. The role of meta-breakpoints is
analogous with the role of the breakpoints of sequential programs. A breakpoint in a
sequential program means to run the program until the breakpoint is hit. Similarly, a
meta-breakpoint at a node of the execution tree means to place the collective
breakpoint belonging to that node and run the parallel program until the collective
breakpoint is hit. Replay guarantees that the collective breakpoint will be hit and the
parallel program will be stopped at the requested node.

3 Systematic Macrostep Debugging

The task of a systematic debugging or testing is to exhaustively traverse the
complete execution tree with all the possible execution paths in it. Therefore, the
execution tree represents a search space that should be completely explored by the
debugging method. Accordingly, systematic testing and debugging of a parallel
program require (i) generation of its execution tree (ii) exhaustive traverse of its
execution tree.

Generation of the execution tree is equivalent with the generation of possible
macrosteps from every node of the execution tree. The determination of the next node
is straightforward, it simple means to place an element of the new strongly complete
collective breakpoint on each branch of every process that can be accessed in the next
step from the current collective breakpoint.

If the new collective breakpoint contains at least one breakpoint on an alternative
receive instruction, i.e. the new node is an alternative node, the user or the debugger
should decide which path to follow in the execution tree. It means that before
executing the macrostep defined by the new alternative node, the alternative receive
instruction should be notified from which process it should accept the message.
Similarly, in the case of a fork node the data range determining the selection of the if-
then-else branch should be defined before the macrostep is to be executed.

Exhaustive traverse of the execution tree. In order to exhaustively explore the
execution tree the debugger should maintain a choice point administration for each
choice node. After finishing the current execution path in the execution tree the
debugger should backtrack to the last choice node and select an alternative branch
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that has not been tested yet. The method is very similar to the choice point handling
and backtracking of Prolog interpreters. However, instead of real backtracking the
debugger uses the replay mechanism to replay the program until the last choice node
where the debugger should choose another path of the execution tree. The next
questions therefore are:
1. What to store in the logfile to replay the program to any node of the execution

tree?
2.  How to use the information in the logfile to replay the program until a certain

node of the execution tree?
Information in the execution tree logfile. In a deterministic node, it is sufficient

to store the active breakpoints of the collective breakpoint that defines the
corresponding macrostep. Non-effective breakpoints are obviously superfluous to
store in the logfile since they cannot contribute to the definition of the given
macrostep. Even sleeping breakpoints can be omitted from the logfile since they were
not executed in the current macrostep and will be repeated in the collective
breakpoint of the next macrostep.

Similarly, non effective breakpoints and sleeping breakpoints are not needed in
choice nodes either. This fact means that the size of the logfile can be manageable
even for realistic size parallel programs. In alternative nodes, besides the active
breakpoints the possible sender processes and the already selected sender processes
should be stored in order to select another one after backtracking. In fork nodes,
possible value ranges and the already checked value ranges should be stored.

Replay in the execution tree. Replay can happen in three basic ways: (i)
Macrostep-by-macrostep replay, (ii) Application of meta-breakpoints, (iii) Automatic
backtracking.

Macrostep-by-macrostep replay is applied when the user wants to see in a
detailed way how the program was running under a certain condition. As it was
mentioned it is analogous with the step-by-step debugging of sequential programs. In
a deterministic node it simply means to take the next macrostep (node) from the
execution tree logfile and to place its collective breakpoint in the program. If the node
is a choice node, then the additional information defining the selected path is taken as
well. In both cases the program should run until the newly placed collective
breakpoint is hit.

Meta-breakpoints are applied if the replay is necessary to a certain macrostep of
the program execution. A meta-breakpoint at a node of the execution tree means to
place the collective breakpoint belonging to that node and run the parallel program
until the collective breakpoint is hit. Replay guarantees that the collective breakpoint
will be hit and the parallel program will be stopped at the requested node. Hidden
from the user, reaching the meta-breakpoint is realised by several steps. The number
of these steps depends on the number of choice nodes between the current node of the
execution tree and the selected node (where the meta-breakpoint is placed).

Automatic backtracking is applied when the user wants to build up
systematically the complete execution tree. In such a case after finishing an execution
path, the debugger automatically backtracks to the last choice node where unexplored
branches are available. The realisation is equivalent with placing a meta-breakpoint at
the last choice node and the current node is the beginning of the execution tree. After
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reaching the last choice node the debugger asks about the parameters that determine
the next yet unexplored path of the execution tree.

4 The Concept of DIWIDE

DIWIDE (DIstributed WIndows DEbugger) is a macrostep debugger which is
under construction in the framework of the WINPAR (WINdows for PARallel
computing) ESPRIT project. DIWIDE is aimed at implementing all the principles
explained in Section 2 and 3. In order to do that DIWIDE is implemented in a
distributed manner. On each processor a local Debug Controller (DC) process is
responsible to control the debugging, replaying and monitoring of the local
application processes. A standard sequential debugger is attached to each application
process on every processor. The sequential debugger is responsible to realise the pure
debugging functions (for example set breakpoint, step, etc.). The application
processes are compiled with a monitor that can collect data both for replaying and
performance debugging. The monitored data are collected in local memory during a
macrostep. At the end of a macrostep the monitored data are passed by the DC
process to the central Master Debugger (MD) process running on the console host
machine. The MD provides the graphical user interface and is responsible for all
interactions with the user. It is also used for controlling all the DC processes based on
either user commands or monitored replay information. The MD maintains a logfile
for controlling the replay phases of program execution. The structure of DIWIDE is
shown is Figure 2.

The MD process communicates with each DC process via a pair of channels. The
REQUEST channels are used to transfer control commands and variable values from
MD to DCs. The ANSWER channels deliver the monitored data as well as the values
of inspected variables [5] .

The complete description of the work of DIWIDE is out of the scope of this paper.
As an example to illustrate the work distribution among the components of DIWIDE
we describe some of the most important issues.

The initialisation of the debugger starts with MD that brings DCs to live on the
processors where at least one user process can be launched. Depending on the
communication layout mapping information can be different type, but each must
contain at least the set of clusters the can be used by the user processes. During
startup phase the DCs store information for process identification and places the
breakpoints in their process description tables that are built up by messages coming
from MD. At launching the user processes SDs start, built the INPUT and OUTPUT
channels to their DC, load user process and download the breakpoint table from DC.
At this point the system is ready for debugging and the structure can be seen on
Figure 2.

The execution of a macrostep is based on the decision of MD and is carried out by
the underlying sequential debuggers. The user can also define the next collective
breakpoint by the support of MD through the Graphical User Interface. Notice that
the GUI and MD are logically two components, but in the NT version of DIWIDE
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they are implemented together. After the next collective breakpoint is defined the
breakpoints are placed by the sequential debuggers into the code of their associated
process. One macrostep instruction coming from the user executes the processes until
they hit the next breakpoint that can belong to the collective breakpoint or can be an
additional local breakpoint placed by the user before. When hitting a local breakpoint
the variables of the process can be examined and then the process can be continued.
After hitting all the breakpoints belonging to the collective breakpoint set MD
collects replay data from the DCs and stores them in the replay logfile for the purpose
of being able to execute the application later on the same sequence concerning the
communication.

MD

DC

SD DP

UNIX/NT

DC

UNIX/NT

SD DP

SD DP

DC

UNIX/NT

SD DP

REQUEST
channel

ANSWER
channel

 MD :Master Debugger
 DC :Debug Controller
 SD :Sequential Debugger
 DP :Debugged (User) Process

Graphical User
Interface

INPUT
channel

OUTPUT
channel

Fig. 2. Structure of DIWIDE

DIWIDE provides a rich set of window types to the user: Main Window,
Application Window, Process Window, Host Connection Dialog Window, Stack
Window, Watch Window and Structure Browser Window [5].

5 Integration of DIWIDE into Parallel Programming
Environments

DIWIDE has been integrated into two parallel programming environments: (i)
GRADE (GRAphical Development Environment) [3], (ii) WINPAR (WINdows for
PARallel computing) [1]
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Both have the objective to support the whole life-cycle of parallel program
development by a graphical programming environment. GRADE (GRaphical
Application Development Environment) has been developed in the framework of the
SEPP (Software Engineering for Parallel Processing) and HPCTI (High Performance
Computing Tools for Industry) COPERNICUS projects and its prototype is already
available for workstation clusters and distributed memory supercomputers. The
WINPAR (WINdows for PARallel computing) project is a recently finished ESPRIT
project in which the main target parallel computing platform was the local cluster of
Windows NT computers. Both environments can support the development of both
PVM and MPI programs.

There are some essential differences between the implementations of the NT and
UNIX versions of the DIWIDE debugger. The GUI and MD are implemented in one
executable on NT but they are built in separate processes on UNIX for being able to
be integrated easily into the GRADE environment. The UNIX version provides a
library module which is a set of functions for accessing different services of DIWIDE
and this library can be used in any developing environment. The UNIX version
applies "rsh" or "ssh" for starting remote components but, for this purpose, we
implemented a Service on NT. The UNIX version of DC contains a recognition
module for the underlying sequential debugger however, on NT we implemented our
own SD because there is no command-line source-level Microsoft compliant base
debugger.

6 Conclusions

Based on the results of the current paper point-to-point message passing parallel
programs can be systematically tested and debugged by the new macrostep-by-
macrostep debugging method which is under implementation in the DIWIDE
debugger. A version of DIWIDE has been built both into the GRADE and into the
WINPAR parallel programming environments.
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